[Chromosome mapping of the S-b locus for F1 pollen sterility in cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.) with RAPD markers].
S-b is one locus for F1 pollen sterility in cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.), and the genotype of Taichung 65 (abridged as T65) is Sj/Sj, while its isogenic line, TISL2 is Si/Si at this locus. The results of pollen fertility analysis showed that the pollen of T65 and TISL2 were fertile, but the F1 plant from T65 x TISL2 produced only 40.6% fertile pollens, and the type of sterile pollen was stainable abortive. In F2 population from the cross T65 x TISL2 and BC1F1 population from the cross T65/TISL2/T65, the individuals could be classified into plants with normal pollens and plants with semi-sterile pollens, and the ratio of number of these two types of plants agreed well with the Mendel segregation ratio in 1:1. A total of 53 fertile F2 plants were testcrossed with T65, and all of them showed sterility F1 pollen in. These results demonstrate that the F1 pollen sterility is controlled by a single gene locus S-b, and the allelic interaction of S-bi and S-bj causes the pollen carrying S-bj allele abortive. A total of 187 RFLP markers and 500 RAPD primers were used to screen the polymorphism between T65 and TISL2; only H08-1300 and Y09-1500, two bands amplified by RAPD primer H08 and Y09 were found to be polymorphic. Purified H08-1300 and Y09-1500 were used as probe to hybridize with DNAs from T65 and TISL2, and the results indicated that H08-1300 and Y09-1500 appeared to be single copy in the T65 and TISL2 genome, then the RAPD marker were successfully converted into RFLP marker. The two markers were then used to perform segregation analysis, the results from co-segregation analysis of the genotypes of these two markers and the phenotypes of pollen fertility with F2 population indicated that the S-b was linked to H08-1300 and Y09-1500, and the genetic distances between each marker and the locus were 1.3 cM and 6.6 cM, respectively. To determine the chromosomal position of the S-b locus, H08-1300 was cloned and its two ends were partially sequenced. The homologous comparative analysis of these sequences with published rice sequences with BLAST was performed, and 540 bp of left end sequence of H08-1300 showed 86% homologous with the sequence of rice PAC clone P0033D06 (Accession No. AC079357), and 94% homologies of 101 bp at right end were also observed. Clone P0033D06 had been anchored by RFLP markers R3166 that was located on 18.8 cM position of rice chromosome 5 by Japan Rice Genome Program, which suggested that the S-b locus was mapped on chromosome 5 and tightly linked with R3166. The gene mapping result from this study suggests that using the rice genomic sequences published to determine the chromosome position of RAPD marker, as well as linked genes, would be a useful approach in tagging new genes.